Arriving in a war zone with many casualties, young
veterinarian LoraKim Joyner lands in Guatemala during the
1980s, eager to follow her dream to save endangered parrots,
the most vulnerable group of all birds. Striving to establish
one of the first large-scale parrot conservation projects in
Latin America, she is interrupted by the violent realities of
Central America reeling from the impacts of the Cold War and
the United States’ business and foreign policy interests. After
years of abysmal nest success rates due to poachers stealing
chicks for the illegal wildlife trade, her spirit is broken when
bulldozers tear down her beloved parrot nest trees. She
returns to the United States feeling she has lost everything.
Suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder, LoraKim
undertakes a journey of self-discovery. While studying to
become a minister, grace steps in. Sustained by a deep
understanding that everything is connected in beauty, she
offers healing and hope to the parrots and people of Latin
America, and to a world where climate change, terrorism,
political polarization, and loss of biodiversity threaten us all.

With parrot extinction looming, “Conservation in Time
of War” shares one woman’s willingness to risk
everything to protect this beautiful earth.
“Conservation in Time of War is a truly remarkable book about a remarkable and courageous woman. LoraKim writes of her
passion for conservation and the repeated dangers into which this led her. She shares how she overcame depression and now
battles with renewed commitment to saving wildlife. It is a story of love (for parrots), determination and the indomitable human
spirit. All who read it will surely be inspired to make their own contributions to help our endangered wildlife. LoraKim I salute you,
and I thank you. For I too love parrots.” — JANE GOODALL, PHD, DBE, FOUNDER OF THE JANE GOODALL INSTITUTE AND UN
MESSENGER OF PEACE
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To contact LoraKim Joyner for presentations and/or book signings, email lorakimjoyner@oneearthconservation.org.
LORAKIM JOYNER has worked in avian conservation in Latin America for more than
30 years as a wildlife veterinarian. The beauty and the power of the people and
parrots there draw her to be in solidarity with them and to witness and share their
struggle. She is also a Unitarian Universalist minister.
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